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ORIGIN SS-30

INFO OCT-01 ISO-00 CCO-00 SSO-00 /031 R

DRAFTED BY NEA/INS:DKUX:RAM
APPROVED BY NEA/INS:LBLAINGEN
NEA:SSOBER
S/0:JMEALUM
S/PRS:SPOULAIN
SCL:MR. BREWSTER
ACDA:MR. VAN DOREN
AEC:MR DALTON
WH:MR. JANKA

---------------------     076614
Z O 180859Z MAY 74 ZFF4
FM SECSTATE WASHDC
TO WHITE HOUSE
USINT DAMASCUS FLASH FLASH
AMEMBASSY LONDON FLASH
INFO AMEMBASSY TEHRAN IMMEDIATE IMMEDIATE
AMEMBASSY NEW DELHI IMMEDIATE
USMISSION IAEA VIENNA IMMEDIATE

SECRET STATE 104510

EXDIS TOSEC 777

E.O. 11652:GDS
TAGS:TECH IN
SUBJECT: INDIAN NUCLEAR TEST

REF: NEW DELHI 6591 (NOTAL), NEW DELHI 6593 (NOTAL)
WHITE HOUSE PASS SAM 86970
LONDON FOR AMBASSADOR MOYNIHAN AND AEC PARTY, TEHRAN FOR
AEC PARTY

1. SUBJECT YOUR VIEWS WE PROPOSE THAT DEPARTMENT SPOKESMAN
ISSUE FOLLOWING STATEMENT MORNING MAY 18:

QUOTE WE HAVE BEEN INFORMED BY THE GOVERNMENT OF INDIA
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THAT INDIA HAS CONDUCTED AN UNDERGROUND TEST OF A
NUCLEAR DEVICE. THE US DEEPLY REGRETS THIS DEVELOPMENT. OUR VIEWS AGAINST NUCLEAR PROLIFERATION ARE WELL KNOWN. WHILE NOTING INDIA'S REAFFIRMATION OF ITS COMMITMENT NOT TO USE NUCLEAR ENERGY FOR MILITARY PURPOSES WE CONSIDER THIS AN UNFORTUNATE STEP. UNQUOTE

2. ADVISE. RUSH
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